Abstract: When manufacturing enterprises employ sales team (or multiple salesmen) to sell products, there is asymmetric information such as the ability and efforts salesmen. Enterprises can use contracts to incentivize salesmen to work hard to maximize their profits. Assuming that market demand is sensitive to effort, and the salesman can exploit the market by increasing effort, a multi-agent model is established for the case of symmetrical information and asymmetrical information, in which the sales team has a loss aversion preference. In this multi-agent model, the agents' utility function is non-concave and cannot be solved by traditional methods. We use a backward stochastic differential equation (BSDE) to represent agents' contract through the martingale representation theorem and use the stochastic optimal control and matrix method to obtain the explicit solution of the optimal contract. Based on the conclusions of the research, an empirical analysis is made on the sales team of an enterprise.
Introduction
With the globalization of economy and the highly marketization of commodities, the working attitude of sales team, as the external performance of enterprises, will directly affect whether the users approve the enterprises and purchase their products, which in turn affects the economic benefits of enterprises, and even the survival of enterprises. Therefore, it is very critical and important for enterprises to design a scientific and reasonable incentive mechanisms for salesmen, to fully mobilize the enthusiasm of salesmen.
Many empirical studies have shown that the efforts of salesmen have a significant impact on the development of enterprises, for example, Lal and Srinivasan [1] , Chan et al. [2] , Chung and Narayandas [3] . In the actual market environment, sometimes there is a conflict between encouraging sales staff to work hard and guiding them to disclose the real market information. In order to motivate salesmen to work hard, enterprises must timely reward them according to their sales performance. However, this is not always proportional to the efforts of salesmen. For example, in a tough economy, the hard work of high-level salesmen may only produce relatively low sales performance. Therefore, enterprise managers cannot directly establish the incentive contract on the behavior of the salesmen but rely on the noise performance results to motivate their work.
The research on optimal incentive contracts for salesmen in market and economic literature mainly focuses on the following aspects: the moral hazard problem caused by the unobservability solution of the optimal incentive contract of the sales team, we will use the stochastic optimal control and backward stochastic differential equation (BSDE) and matrix method.
The structure of our paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the continuous time multi-agent model. Section 3 discusses the optimal contracts in the case with information symmetry and taking it as a benchmark. We discuss the design of the optimal contract under the hidden-action case in Section 4, and we analyze the optimal contract for some special cases through the numerical simulation. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5. In addition, all proof details in the main text are given in the Appendix.
The Model
We consider a model where an enterprise manager employs N salesmen to form a sales team and participate in N different sales projects.
For each salesman, if they accept the contract provided by the manager, they will pay for the effort to affect the output of the project. In this section, we give the definition of the dynamics of the sales revenue processes and also characterize the objective function of each salesman, as well as the manager. In order to identify our model more accurately, we fixed some notations firstly.
Sales Revenue Process
Considering a finite time horizon [0, T], all salesmen carry out their tasks under uncertainty, here we give a probability space (Ω, F , P), and on which defined an N-dimensional Brownian motion B t = (B 1 t , . . . , B N t ) , {F t } is a suitably augmented filtration generated by the Brownian motion B t . At the initial moment t = 0, the manager hires N salesmen whom participate in N different sales projects simultaneously, sales revenue of the salesmen's efforts over time are described by the N-vector cumulative proceeds {Y t } (so-called sales revenue process), its evolution over time [0, T] is as follows:
where Y t = (Y 1 t , . . . , Y N t ) is an N-dimensional outcome vector at time t, and Σ t ∈ M N (R) (here, M N (R) represents a set of N-order real matrix) is an N × N volatility matrix, which is assumed to be bounded and invertible.
We assume that each salesman has been assigned to all sales projects, and then each salesman's effort can affect the returns of all sales projects. The efforts of all salesmen can be given by a matrix A N×N , for i, j = 1, . . . , N. The u i,j is an element of A N×N , which represents the effort provided by salesman i in project j. We consider two information structures: Symmetric information and hidden action, where symmetric information means that all the information in the model is symmetric, and under hidden action the manager can observe the sales revenue process Y t but cannot observe the efforts of all salesmen or the uncertainty which impact the sales revenue under hidden action. The manager cannot distinguish the level of influence of effort and uncertainty on the sales revenue process.
According to the above, the salesmen joined, change the measure from P to P u by exerting effort, with 
where the parameters a ij (i, j = 1, . . . , N) represent the marketing efficiency of salesman i on sales project j. The total sales revenue generated by N salesmen is Y 1 t + . . . + Y N t at time t.
The Objective Function of Salesman
Given a contract C = C 1 , . . . , C N , a choice is made whether to accept the contract for each salesman. If accepted, an effort process u t is employed to maximize his expected utility. The salesman's utility is composed of contracts and the cost of effort. Therefore, we assume that the utilities of the salesmen are exponential, the utility function of salesman i (i = 1, . . . , N) is
where
. . , u N are the salary (or contract) and the effort of salesman i's co-worker, respectively, and G i T is the cumulative dis-utility of the effort for salesman i, which is defined as:
U i corresponds to the classical notion of the outcome-based utility of salesman i, is defined as:
r i > 0 is the risk aversion of salesman i. Here the salesman's material utility function and gain-loss function are assumed as separable and additive [17] . V is a universal gain-loss function which satisfies the assumption introduction by [26] . We say V represents the salesman i's gain-loss utility. The definition of the gain-loss function for salesman defined i as follows:
where λ ≥ 1 is the loss avoidance coefficient. Here
represents the average value of contracts of other salesmen and also a reference point of salesman i. If the payoff of salesman i exceeds the reference point, which will bring him positive utility, whereas the lower payoff brings a negative utility.
The Objective Function of Manager
For the manager, he offers a contract C = C 1 , . . . , C N for each salesman simultaneously at the initial time. He can offer any type of contract, but the contract he provided needs to meet the following three conditions:
First, the manager wants each salesman to accept the contract, then the manager will restrict his contract, so that the contract received by each salesman i (i = 1, . . . , N) is at least the salesman's reservation utility U − i (Participation Constraint), for i:
Second, under hidden action, the manager sets a recommended effort u but cannot directly verify if the salesmen were to deviate, thus the manager structures the contract C to provide incentives for salesmen to meet their effort target (Incentive Constraint). For i:
Third, we assume that the manager has exponential utility as follows
where r P > 0 is the risk aversion of the manager. The problem that the manager needs to solve is to choose a suitable contract C to maximize his expected utility, which is:
We first study a case where there is no hidden action and the manager can verify all the information. We call this kind of case as the first-best, which can be used as a benchmark.
Risk Sharing under Symmetric Information

First-Best Contract
In this section, we discuss the optimal contract, finding the first-best solutions of a case with multiple salesmen under symmetric information, and use it as the benchmark. Given the salesman i's reservation utility U − i (i = 1, 2), the problem of the manager is that max Y T ,C,{u t } T t≥0
such that 
where ρ i , δ ≥ 0 are the Lagrange multiplier associated participation constraints with condition C 1 ≥ C 2 .
The following Proposition can be provided:
Under symmetric information (First-best case), an optimal contract C FB in Problem 1 with reservation utility U i (i = 1, 2) is given by
where the multiplier
satisfies the system of Equation (A5). The first-best optimal efforts u FB are given by:
Proof in Appendix B.1.
Given from Proposition 1, the first-best optimal effort of each salesman depends on his productivity under symmetric information, and it has nothing to do with whether the salesman has gain-loss utility. Under symmetric information, the manager can observe the salesmen's efforts. Therefore, each salesman will perform the recommended efforts of the manager. Obviously, under symmetric information, the manager does not consider the salesmen's fair preference when considering the recommended efforts.
A Special Case
In this subsection, we discuss an explicitly computed optimal contract. The salesmen are set to be exactly the same, means that r 1 = r 2 , L 1 = L 2 , k 1 = k 2 , and λ = 1.
Proposition 2. (i):
For the absolutely same salesmen, the first-best contract is:
, and the first-best optimal efforts satisfy Equation (5) .
(ii) Under symmetric information, if both salesmen do not consider each other's salaries, or salesmen have no gain-loss utility (rational salesman). If we let U P 0 Y T , C represent the expected utility of the manager with the rational salesman, then we have:
We can see from Proposition 2, if the salesman i's productivity is greater than salesman j, (a i1 + a i2 ≥ a j1 + a j2 ), then the salesman i's efforts cost is more than salesman j (G i
). The manager should pay more salary to salesman i, which can lead the existence of gain-loss utility of the salesman. Here no matter for salesman i or salesman j, the expected utility of the manager will always be less than that of the salesmen without gain-loss utility.
On the other hand, for salesman i, although he received the higher salary than salesman j, however, compared with no gain-loss utility, C 1
In other words, under the influence of gain-loss utility, the salary of salesman i is less than he should be earned. Salesman j is paid more than he deserves due to the gain-loss utility. Salesman i's situation is similar to "Winner's Curse" under symmetric information. If there are differences between salesmen, then we can not determine whether U P 0 (Y T , C) is greater than U P (Y T , C), which requires our further study.
Contracting Under Hidden Action
In this section, we consider a dynamic model with moral hazard setting, where the manager can observe the sales revenue process Y t , but cannot observe the salesmen's effort u i t . The salesmen have a separable utility (material utility and gain-loss utility) and a quadratic cost. Different with the one salesman model, according to the first-best contract form, the comparison of salary between salesmen will affect the salesman's choice and further influence the optimal contract. Since the salesmen at the same time activities, we can find an equilibrium recommend effort between the salesmen and give an optimal contract (so-called second-best contract) to maximize the expected utility of the manager and the salesmen. We give the definition of Nash equilibrium effort for salesmen, refer to [23, 25] .
Nash Equilibrium Effort for the Salesmen
Given a contract C = C 1 , . . . , C N , we define u 1 , . . . , u N as a Nash equilibrium effort for salesmen, for i = 1, 2, we have:
Shown above, if the contract can motivate salesmen to choose Nash equilibrium effort, then the contract can satisfy the incentive constraint for salesmen. For getting the Nash equilibrium effort for salesmen, we re-analyze the salesmen's problem. Given a contract C = C i , C −i and the other salesman's action u −i ∈ A −i (here, A i represents the set of the ith column of the matrix in set A, and A
−i
represents the set of the matrix remove the ith column in set A), the salesman i aims solving:
Similar to [25] , the definition of a value function for salesman i is:
-martingale by using martingale representation Proposition, there exist an F-predictable process that Z i = ( Z 1,i , . . . , Z N,i ), and applying Ito's formula: where
Setting:
by Ito's formula, t ∈ [0, T]:
Then, a BSDE is defined as follows
with terminal condition X i T = C i . In this paper, The symbol M n represents the sum of the n-th power of the elements of the matrix, indicates that M n = i,j m n i,j , n = 1, 2, . . .. Similar to Proposition 4.1 in [25] , we have a result, following the result between a Nash equilibrium effort and a solution to BSDE (7). 
Admissible Contract
Proposition 3 indicates the existence of a Nash equilibrium effort, which is connected to the existence of a unique solution of BSDE (7) . For the manager, another problem is that he wants to offer the contract accepted by the salesmen and the salesmen chose a Nash equilibrium effort for the duration over the contract. Namely, what kind of contract the manager provides can motivate the salesmen to choose Nash equilibrium effort. On the one hand, the contract should satisfy the salesman's participation constraint; On the other hand, the contract should satisfy the incentive constraint for two salesmen simultaneously.
As a consequence of Proposition 3, we know that for C i , i = 1, 2, there exist a pair X i 0 , Z i with
s , because f i,u i is quadratic linearity about u i , taking the first order derivative will obtain the optimal effort:
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Hence, we have the following proposition:
then, the salesmen will accept the contract and the Nash equilibrium effort can be achieved.
The Manager Problem
In Section 4.2, according to the conclusion of Proposition 4, we get the expression of the optimal contract for each salesman. From the expression, we can see that agents' contract is related to variables Z and X, not directly to the final sales revenue Y. Therefore, we need to analyze the manager problem to get the explicit solution of incentive contract.
The manager problem is to choose a contract C 1 , . . . , C N that satisfies participation, incentive constraints, and maximize the expected utility, that is:
According to the manager's utility function, the manager's utility is related to the final output Y and contract C. If we combined with Equation (2) and Equation (8), it is not difficult to get that the sales revenue process Y is also related to variable Z.
In addition, according to BSDE (7), we have:
It can be seen from the above equation that the stochastic process X is also related to the variable Z. Therefore, if the manager chooses a contract to maximize the expected utility, it is equivalent to selecting an appropriate variable Z to maximize the expected utility. As emphasized in Cvitanic et al. [27] , we here convert solving the manager problem into solving stochastic optimal control problem with:
(2) two state variables: the production process Y = Y 1 Y 2 · · · Y N and the process
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We now solve the manager's optimization problem explicitly according to stochastic optimal control theory. First, we define the value function for the manager:
Also, we define the manager's Hamiltonian function
According to Theorem 3.1 in Koo et al. [28] , if there exist Z, maximizing the Hamiltonian function H(t, y, p, q, P, Q, R), then Z is the principal's optimal control.
Next, we solve the optimal control variables through the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation, and the manager's value function satisfies the HJB equation, 0 < t < T:
We can directly solve the HJB equation to obtain the optimal control variable, see Appendix C.2 for detailed processing. Hence, the following Proposition can be obtained.
Proposition 5.
For i, j = 1, . . . , N, the optimal control variables Z j,i for the salesmen are given by:
. . .
Here, m ji and m ji are defined by (A11), (A13) and (A14) respectively. And the optimal recommended effort for salesmen are given by
we say the optimal effort under hidden action is second-best effort (SB). Proof See in Appendix C.2.
According to the conclusion of Proposition 5, we have given the expression of the optimal control variable Z j,i . But the above Proposition is a bit disappointing because the expression of the optimal control variable is the inverse of a N 2 × N 2 matrix multiplied by a N 2 × 1 matrix. This is the reason why we consider in the next subsection, some more specific problems for which the manager's problem can actually be solved precisely with refer to the HJB Equation (8) and the conclusions in Proposition 5.
Special Cases
The Case with no Difference between Salesmen
In this subsection, we consider a case of both production processes, the productivity remained unchanged of salesman 1 and salesman 2, respectively. If we assume that parameter a 1i = a 2i where i = 1, 2, then we will have the case that the productivity of two salesmen remains unchanged. Also assume that there is no difference between salesmen with a ij = a,
Let's assume that the two production processes are affected by only one uncertain factor, that is, we can assume the volatility matrix:
Based on the conclusions in the previous section, we have the following Proposition to illustrate the optimal effort in special case.
Proposition 6.
Under the assumption that a ij = a with i, j = 1, 2 and r i = r, the optimal efforts of salesmen are constants, which is given by
For these two salesmen, the second-best effort is less than the first-best effort with u
Proposition 6 shows that regardless of whether the salesmen consider gain-loss utility, the second-best effort is a constant related to the volatility, and the second-best effort is a decreasing function of volatility. This Proposition also expresses that u SB ≤ u FB is established in general.
Next, the conclusion of the following Proposition expresses an explicit solution under a special hypothesis.
Proposition 7.
If we assume that a ij = a, r i = r, k i = k, L i = L, the optimal contract (the second-best contract) with hidden action is given by
are satisfied with the following equations:
This Proposition expresses that the optimal contracts of two salesmen have the similar form. Combined with the conclusion of Proposition 6, if we make hypothesis that the same uncertainties affecting both projects (σ ji = σ), then the contracts of the two salesmen are exactly the same. None of the salesmen has gain-loss utility in this case.
If we continually substitute the result from Proposition 7 into the manager's utility function, then we can deduce the following Proposition.
Proposition 8.
Under hidden action, if all salesmen do not consider each other's salaries, it is signified that there is no considering of the gain-loss utility. If we let U P 0 Y T , C SB represent the expected utility of the manager with the rational salesman, then we have:
Under hidden action, when the salesmen consider the gain-loss utility, the manager's utility is less than the case without considering the gain-loss utility of salesman. On the other hand, it is not hard to prove that salesman One's contract is less than the case when he did not consider gain-loss utility, the case of salesman Two is just the opposite. For the manager, if one salesman considers the gain-loss utility, he expects another salesman to consider the gain-loss utility either; otherwise, he hopes none of salesmen consider the gain-loss utility. Therefore, we explain the rationality of the existence of the secret salary system from the perspective of behavioral economics.
The manager implements the secret salary system, which means that the salesmen' salary are kept confidential and the salesmen cannot compare with each other. This eliminates the sense of unfairness caused by the comparison of salary between salesmen, thereby increasing the value of the manager's utility. After the implementation of the secret salary system, the horizontal comparison between employees cannot be carried out, but it still exists in comparison with their own vertical direction. The past performance of salesmen is consistent with their salaries, and it is very important to incentivize the salesmen to provide optimal efforts. Therefore, we can design different incentive contracts for different salesmen according to the standard moral hazard model.
Empirical Analysis
Next, we will illustrate our research conclusion with an example. In a large electronic mall, a store owner wants to increase his own profits. He hires two salesmen to promote computer and mobile phone products. And the owner provides the salary based on the final sales proceeds (the owner pays the same salary to the two salesmen). We observed that at the beginning, both salesmen worked hard. But with the passage of time, one of the salesmen has emerged a "free rider" behavior (work enthusiasm declined). When this happens, another salesman takes the action of selling negatively. In order to motivate salesman to work harder, rather than being lazy, the owner implemented different salary systems, that is, people who provide different efforts get different salaries. In this case, we observed two phenomena: First, it is sometimes difficult for the owner to observe the real efforts of salesman (moral hazard); second, there is vicious competition among the salesmen (comparison psychology). Therefore, for the owner, he faces two problems: first, how to motivate two salesmen to provide optimal efforts under information asymmetry; secondly, how to eliminate (or reduce) the negative impact of comparison psychology when the salesman has salary comparison.
In order to solve the problems faced by owner, we modeled the relationship model between owner and salesman. The specific operations are as follows:
The sales wealth process of two types of products (computer and mobile phone)
here, a 11 , a 21 are the unit prices of the two types of computers, and a 21 , a 22 are the unit prices of the two types of mobile phones. σ 1 and σ 2 respectively represent the uncertain factors affecting the demand for computers and mobile phones, such as the number of customers to the store, external economic environment and so on. u represents the number of products sold by the salesman in per unit time (or u can represent the effort that the salesman provides in the sales process). For example, u 1,1 denotes the number of computers (first type) sold by salesman One in per unit time (e.g., in one day). To describe the model more intuitively, we can assume that the unit price of electronic products is a i,j = a = 1 (Unit: one thousand dollars). We assume that the contract provided by the owner to the salesmen is settled on a monthly basis, namely T = 1 (Unit: month). Moreover, we assume that the expected utility functions of salesman One and salesman Two are as follows
and
Let's assume that the reservation utility of salesman One and Two are both −e
e . Finally, we assume that the expected utility function of the risk aversion owner is:
Next, we will use the conclusions of the previous sections to solve the specific problems in the above examples.
First, According Proposition 6, it is not difficult to find the relationship between the sales volume of the salesman (u) and the uncertain factors (σ). We have:
The analytic result is borne out numerically. Figures 1 and 2 respectively plot the relationship between the second-best efforts and σ 1 , σ 2 .
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According to the analysis of the above examples, we can see that: In addition to external uncertainties, the salesman's behavior (or psychology) is another major factor affecting the expected utility of owner and salesman. In particular, when there is a vicious competition (or wage comparison) between salesmen, it will have a relatively large negative impact on sales. Therefore, how to promote the cooperation of salesman, and encourage them to work hard is a meaningful thing for owners.
Conclusions
In this paper, we extend the standard multiple agent problems in continuous time by adding personal loss aversion utility. After joining the personal loss aversion utility, each salesman uses his co-worker's salary as his reference point. If his salary is higher than his co-worker's, then the wage gap gives him positive utility; conversely, giving him negative utility. In our paper, we assume that the salesman's material utility function and gain-loss function are separable and additive, refer to [17] . We cannot directly use the first-order method and the methods of BSDE to find the optimal contract. In some special cases, we are able to derive the explicit expressions of the optimal contract and the optimal effort.
Our research shows that incorporating behavioral preferences (the salesman's concern about gains and losses) into contract theory is useful for studying the interactions between multiple salesmen. We show that the design of the optimal contract should not only consider the relationship of interest between manager and a salesman, but also pay attention to the factors of action between salesmen, such as the interaction between workers, the interest relations, etc. Our findings suggest that the second-best effort is less than the first-best effort, which is similar to the standard managersalesman problem. The optimal effort is a decreasing function of uncertainty and the optimal contract is a linear function of the final asset.
Compared with the case of the salesmen without considering the gain-loss utility, the expected utility of the manager will be reduced if all salesmen consider the gain-loss utility. The salary of the high contract salesmen (paying more effort) is lower than the salesman without gain-loss utility, while the salary of the low contract salesman (who pay less effort) is more than the salary if he did not consider the gain-loss utility. This situation is somewhat similar to "winner curse". For the high According to the analysis of the above examples, we can see that: In addition to external uncertainties, the salesman's behavior (or psychology) is another major factor affecting the expected utility of owner and salesman. In particular, when there is a vicious competition (or wage comparison) between salesmen, it will have a relatively large negative impact on sales. Therefore, how to promote the cooperation of salesman, and encourage them to work hard is a meaningful thing for owners.
Our research shows that incorporating behavioral preferences (the salesman's concern about gains and losses) into contract theory is useful for studying the interactions between multiple salesmen. We show that the design of the optimal contract should not only consider the relationship of interest between manager and a salesman, but also pay attention to the factors of action between salesmen, such as the interaction between workers, the interest relations, etc. Our findings suggest that the second-best effort is less than the first-best effort, which is similar to the standard manager-salesman problem. The optimal effort is a decreasing function of uncertainty and the optimal contract is a linear function of the final asset.
Compared with the case of the salesmen without considering the gain-loss utility, the expected utility of the manager will be reduced if all salesmen consider the gain-loss utility. The salary of the high contract salesmen (paying more effort) is lower than the salesman without gain-loss utility, while the salary of the low contract salesman (who pay less effort) is more than the salary if he did not consider the gain-loss utility. This situation is somewhat similar to "winner curse". For the high contract salesman, he wants to eliminate the gain-loss utility. For the manager, if one salesman considers the gain-loss utility, then the manager wishes another also would consider the gain-loss utility, but he still prefers that each salesman in the organization does not consider this utility. The other indicated point is that when the loss avoidance coefficient λ is relatively large, the manager will provide the same contract to each salesman, which is unfair to the salesman who pays more effort.
Our study provides a reference for further research on behavioral contract theory when the salesman's utility function depends not only on his own salary level but also on the others. The model we build in this paper can be generalized to a more general multi-salesman model. In the future, we will make more research on the cooperative competition between salesmen, the fairness preference and so on.
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Appendix A.1
We define the gain-loss function of salesman i as follows
It is not difficult to verify that the gain-loss function satisfies the following conditions:
, continuous for ∀x, is second order differentiable when x 0, and
The gain-loss function in our paper is shown in Figure A1 . 
Appendix B1
Starting with maximization involves . Because is not a convex (or concave) function, the local maximum point may not be the global maximum point. To find global maximum of on closed bound area, we should: Figure A1 . gain-loss function of salesman i.
1.
Find all local maximum points; 2.
Find all non-differentiable points; 3.
Find all max points on boundary; 4.
Choose the biggest one, which is the global max point.
Since ρ i ≥ 0, it can be clearly seen that J(Y T , C, u t ) is continuous and second order differentiable.
then C is the local maximum point, and takes the first-order derivative of C i , then we let the derivative equal to zero:
Hence
together with:
where r = r P r 1 + r P r 2
Therefore, an optimal contract C FB for Problem 1 as follows:
Next, we need to determine the Lagrange multipliers ρ i , and by Equation (A1), we know that Lagrange multipliers ρ 1 , ρ 2 > 0. According to the Kuhn-Tucker condition, the salesman's participation constraints are tight, namely
Substitute Equation (A2) and Equation (A3) into Equation (A4), after a series of calculations, we finally have
.
Taking the derivative of manager's utility with respect to u, the optimal effort u i FB is given by:
For finding all max points on boundary, we have C 2 ∈ 0, C 1 and
according to the assumptions. The payment C 1 can not be equal to 0 because the salesman has a reservation utility, thus the boundary point is C 1 = C 2 . Under the principal's rational assumption, the salesman's participation constraints are tight, namely:
According to Equation (A7), plugging G 1
back into Equation (A8), we obtain:
Given the parameters L i , k i , a ij , C 1 = C 2 is generally not established. Therefore, we can say that the global maximum point is not on the boundary. In other words, the local maximum point is the global maximum point.
Appendix B.2
Proof. According to the proof in Appendix B.1, the salesmen have gain-loss utility. Their participation constraints (A4) are equivalent to
where the salesmen are exactly the same and λ = 1. We have: From Equation (A3) we can obtain that ρ 1 = ρ 2 . Through the salesman's participation constraints, we can see
where . Next, we compare the expected utility of the manager when the salesman has or does not have gain-loss utility. When under the condition that the salesman has no gain-loss utility, the salesman's participation constraints are as follows:
According to our assumption C 1
with combining equation set (A4), we know that hence, we say c 1 ≤ c 2 , namely,
Under symmetric information, the optimal effort of salesman is invariable no matter the salesman has or has no gain-loss utility. Thus:
Before proving Proposition 3, we first give a lemma.
and F-predictable process, and satisfied
and moreover, g about (y, z) satisfies Lipschitz condition: for some constant K > 0 and ∀y, y ∈ R m , ∀z, z ∈ R m×d , such that g(t, y , z ) − g(t, y, z) ≤ K y − y + |z − z| .
Lemma A1. If g satisfied Assumption 1, for any given terminal condition ξ is Lebesgue square measurable, a BSDE is given by [29] .
Proof of Proposition 3. Sufficiency: By definition of Nash equilibrium effort, u i is the optimal effort for salesman i, which means that: 
According to our setting, obviously, for some constant > 0, there is b(·, A, u) ≤ K(1+ u ) and (7) has a unique solution. Necessity: We assume that X i ,Ẑ i is a solution for BSDE (7), namely:
From the uniqueness of X i ,Ẑ i ,Ẑ i ·b ·, A, u i , u −i − g i u i is quadratic linearity about u i . Hence, we can say there exists a effort process u i s , i = 1, . . . , N, such that:
Next, we prove u i is an optimal effort for salesman i. For ∀u − i ∈ A i and givenẐ i :
According to Equation (A6),
for ∀u − i ∈ A i , we confirm that u i is a optimal effort for salesman i.
Appendix C.2
Proof. Recall that:
The HJB equation can be written as:
According to the form of terminal condition, we assume that at any time t, the solution of HJB equation has the following form. For some function ϕ(t), we have v(t, y, x) = ϕ(t)e −r P (y−x) 
Based on the above analysis, it is not difficult to see that HJB equation is a quadratic linear equation concerning the control variable Z j,i (i, j = 1, . . . , N). Fixed other parameters, if we take the first order condition for Z j,i , then we have:
That is, for j = 1, 2, . . . , N, Z j,i satisfies the following linear equations:
. . . By solving this system of linear equations, we can obtain the explicit solution of the optimal control variable Z j,i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N):
. . . 
The Proposition 5 is proved.
Appendix C.3
Proof. Under the assumptions that: i, j = 1, 2, a ij = a, r i = r, σ jj = σ j , m jj = σ 2 j , and m 12 = m 21 = 0, by substituting the above parameters into Equation (A12) of Proposition 5, we have: 
We next prove that the second-best effort is less than the first-best effort. Obviously, we only need to prove Z i,j ≤ 1 to hold the conclusion. For proving Z i,j ≤ 1, according to Equation (A15), we can easily calculate that: Appendix C.5
Proof. From Proposition 5, we know that the second-best effort for two salesmen is constants regardless of whether the salesmen consider gain-loss utility. So, in both cases, the final output Y T is the same. We set U P 0 Y T , C SB to represent the manager's utility when the salesmen do not consider gain-loss utility, where C SB represents the second-best contract in this case, and U P SB (Y T , C SB ) represents the manager's utility when the salesmen consider gain-loss utility, where C SB represents the second-best contract in this case. Hence: 
